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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION: 

 

GAM Details and Sensitivity Tests: 

 

The gam function in R (via the mgcv package, Wood, 2019) has several free parameters and 

options including: (1) selecting the structure and form of the predictand functions (fn), (2) selecting 

to log-transform the target function E(MDA8 O3), (3) allowing for limitations to the number of 

allowed degrees of freedom for the predictors. We performed a variety of sensitivity tests in order 

to optimize the predictive performance of the GAM procedure. The smooth functions (fn) used in 

GAM regression can be represented in several forms including thin plate regression splines, 

penalized cubic regression splines, among others (Wood, 2006). However, for most applications, 

the selection of the representation of the smooth functions does not result in a significant change 

in the resulting GAM regression (data not shown). As such, we use the default thin plate regression 

spline representation of the smooth functions in this work. Additionally, we can choose the 

dimensionality of the smooth function representations, although, similarly, this has little impact on 

the resulting GAM regression results (data not shown). As such, we use the default dimensionality 

(k = 10) for this analysis. In addition, the GAM function in R allows for the selection of the type 

of the link function for the prediction of the predictands. For instance, the selection of the identify 
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link function, of which regular linear regression is a subset, is the default link function within the 

mgcv package. Alternatively, a suite of exponential link functions are available, including Poisson, 

Binomial, Gamma, and Gaussian distribution functions (Wood, 2006). The log-link form of the 

Gamma link function is used in many applications, and we tested both the identify and the log-link 

Gamma functions. However, the root mean square error (RMSE) between the identity link function 

(RMSE = 10.97) and the log-link Gamma function (RMSE = 10.84), are minor. As such, we use 

the identity link function for this work (data not shown).  

 

GAM+SMOTE Details and Sensitivity Tests: 

 

For the SMOTE algorithm, we use the DMwR python package, in which we can select the 

number of nearest neighbors that are used for the oversampling interpolation, and standard values 

range from k=5 to k=20. We selected k=5, as sensitivity tests for different k values made no 

significant impact on the results (data not shown). Additionally, the proportion of over- and under-

sampling cane be specified within the DMrR SMOTE python package, and we performed some 

sensitivity tests on these proportions before determining the proportions that provided the best 

distributions of above- and below-threshold datapoints. The final number of datapoints can be 

found in Table 1. A common threshold used to differentiate high and low MDA8 O3 days is the 70 
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ppb NAAQS level, but for many of the sites within ELP and HGB, the 70 ppb threshold resulted 

in extremely small above-threshold datasets. For instance, the 70 ppb threshold, when applied to 

the ELP data from all sites for the May – October ozone season results in 10,381 below-threshold 

days and 357 above-threshold days within the training dataset (Table 1). Thus the below-threshold 

days represents 96.6% of the total dataset. Using the 90th percentile MDA8 O3 value as the 

threshold instead results in 9,662 days in the below-threshold category and 1,076 days in the above-

threshold category. The HGB region has roughly double the number of days in the above-threshold 

category when using the 70 ppb threshold (Table 1). Table 1 also includes the redistribution of the 

datapoints after applying the SMOTE algorithm. For the rest of this project, we use the 90th 

percentile threshold and the post-SMOTE datasets.  

 

Tail Dependence Details and Sensitivity Tests: 

The optimization procedure requires initial start values for parameter estimation, and we 

tested a wide range of start values to test the robustness of the tail dependence procedure using the 

TCEQ-supplied data. Result shows the estimated beta values changed slightly for different start 

values, overall the estimated beta values remained the same no matter the starting values 

(Supplemental Tables S3 and S4). We can conclude from this that the optimization algorithms are 
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largely insensitive to the starting values provided, and thus it more likely that the algorithm is 

optimizing the cost function to a global minimum rather than a local minimum. 

In addition, we performed additional sensitivity tests in order to see how sensitive the 

estimated beta parameters are to other sources of uncertainty, we added differing levels of artificial 

noise to the response vector, the MDA8 O3 variable (Supplemental Tables S5 and S6). We conclude 

that while noise and other forms of uncertainty in the response vector time series (MDA8 O3) can 

cause beta parameter estimates to differ, the particular start values selected to initiate the model 

optimization do not. However, we note that for future applications of this approach, sensitivity tests 

similar to those performed in this report should be conducted to ensure this result applies to new 

data sets. 

The tail dependence feature selection method in Russell et al. (2016a) performed a large-

scale optimizations in order to choose the features from all possible combinations, and used the CV 

score as a selection metric (with a smaller CV score indicating a better prediction), but this requires 

an impractically large amount of computational power. For example, if one site has 21 possible 

features and you test all combinations in which you choose six of them (“21-choose-6”) there are 

54,264 possible combinations. Additional features increase the number of possible combinations 

at a combinatorial rate, which is faster than an exponential growth rate. For instance, adding one 

additional feature (“21-choose-7”) results in more than double the number of possible combinations 
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(116,280) such that a complete exploration of the possible combinatorial feature space is 

computationally prohibitive. Thus we decide to reduce the possible number of features available 

for combination by allocating all features into different groups based on the parameter that they are 

derived from (see Supplemental Table S1).  

We then iteratively selected one feature from each group and combined them together for 

the tail dependence process. This procedure is consistent with the fact that derived features within 

a similar group (e.g., the temperature group) are highly correlated and thus each derived feature 

should not be considered to be completely independent from the others. In this way, for a site with 

21 features divided into six groups (with total derived features in each group of 1, 4, 2, 2, 6, and 6, 

see Table 1 for an example), the total case number is 1*4*2*2*6*6=576 rather than the 54,264 

possible “21-choose-6” combinations. Then we get the feature combination with some of the best 

(minimum) cross-validation (CV) score and test their prediction ability in GAM model using R2 

values and RMSE metrics. We also compare the five (for ELP) and three (for HGB) best CV scores 

features combination calculated via tail dependence procedure with the random forest procedure 

and to two random procedures, one in which features are randomly selected among all possible 

derived features and one in which feature are randomly selected among the various groups from 

which they were derived.  
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Finally, we performed sensitivity tests on the choice of GAM or GAM+SMOTE modeling 

and for the 80th or 90th percentile thresholds (Supplemental Figure S1 and Table S7). Supplemental 

Figure S1 and Table S7 allows for some broad conclusions about this comparison of feature 

selection procedures within the GAM and GAM+SMOTE models. First, consistently, the 

GAM+SMOTE model outperforms the GAM-only mode. Second, the True Positive Rate (TPR) 

scores are consistently lower when using the 90th percentile of MDA8 O3 rather than the 80th 

percentile. Third, the lowest CV-scores used for the feature selection process are not always the 

best predictors according to the TPR scores, which indicates that there is likely no single best 

feature selection combination, but rather that there are many possible combinations and allow for 

a near-identical prediction of MDA8 O3 values. Fourth, the CV-score feature selection method 

regularly outperforms the random selection methods, but not necessarily the random forest 

%IncMSE method. Finally, as we’ve seen already, there are substantial differences between the 

TPR scores between the ELP and HGB regions, again emphasizing the region-to-region differences 

and the overall heterogeneity of meteorology and O3 behavior.  

 

Testing a Less Lossy Transformation to Tail Dependence Approach: 
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For both the MDA8 O3 season and for the entire year, the rank transformation results 

(Figure 4) show substantial success in predicting MDA8 O3 values, even though there is a loss of 

information that results from the rank transformations included in the code. We attempted to 

develop a less lossy transformation procedure using a min-max normalization approach instead of 

a rank transformation approach. However, our less lossy transformation procedure did not 

outperform the original rank transformation approach of Russell et al. (2016a). The summary 

statistics show less success in predicting MDA8 O3, particularly when attempting to predict MDA8 

O3 over an entire year rather than just the O3 season (data not shown). There are several 

explanations for why this is the case. First, the rank transformation procure may not be losing as 

much information as we initially assumed, such that the predictions based on the optimized beta 

parameters has more utility that we originally envisioned. Second, the less lossy transformation 

procedure we developed, while maintaining all the information, may be less suited to the 

optimization algorithm and structure of the tail dependence code itself. Other lossless 

transformations may be better suited to the tail dependence approach, but it is outside of the scope 

of this current project to test this further. As such, we proceed with the rank transformation 

procedure for the remained of this work.  
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Supplemental Figure S1: True Positive Rate (TPR) for the ELP and HGB regions for the GAM-

Only and GAM+SMOTE approaches using different thresholds (80th and 90th percentiles) for 

an individual site (top) and all sites (bottom). 
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Supplemental Figure S2: Predicted versus Observed plots for an example site within HGB for 

the ozone season and the full annual cycle (top row) along with the full observed (black) and 

predicted (red) times series for the ozone season (middle row) and full annual time period 

(bottom) for the tail-dependence prediction. 
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Supplemental Figure S3: Evaluation Metrics for the GAM+SMOTE approach for the ELP region 
(all years, all sites), including a quantile-quantile plot, residuals for a linear prediction, a 
histogram of residuals, and a response versus fitted value plot. 
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Supplemental Figure S4: Same as Supplemental Figure S3, but for the HGB region. 
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Supplemental Figure S5: Time series plots for the ELP (left) and HGB (right) region for all site 
and all days. 
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Supplemental Table S1: Full list of original (raw) meteorological parameters and the 36 derived 

parameters used in this work. 

 

 

 

Supplemental Table S2: Summary of various feature sets used.  
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Supplemental Table S3 and S4: Sensitivity Tests for different start values for a 5 (Table S3) 

and 3 (Table S4) parameter model.  
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Supplemental Table S5 and S6: Sensitivity Tests via Addition of Noise (factor multiplier) for 

a 5 (Table S5) and 3 (Table S6) parameter model. 

 

 

Supplemental Table S7: A summary of various feature selection approaches for ELP and HGB 

regions comparing the GAM-Only and GAM+SMOTE approaches. The top feature selection 

sets for the tail dependence approaches include their CV scores, while others feature selection 

approaches are described in the tables. See the text for an explanation of the various sensitivity 

studies included in this table. NOTE: RMSE_All includes all data points, while RMSE_Highest 
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includes only those above the 90th percentile. The different parameter set cases can be found 

described in Supplemental Table S2. 
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